Abstract. Richter and Thomassen proved that every graph has an edge e such that the crossing number crpG´eq of G´e is at least p2{5qcrpGq´Op1q. Fox and Cs. Tóth proved that dense graphs have large sets of edges (proportional in the total number of edges) whose removal leaves a graph with crossing number proportional to the crossing number of the original graph; this result was later strenghtened byČerný, Kynčl and G. Tóth. These results make our understanding of the decay of crossing numbers in dense graphs essentially complete. In this paper we prove a similar result for large sparse graphs in which the number of edges is not artificially inflated by operations such as edge subdivisions. We also discuss the connection between the decay of crossing numbers and expected crossing numbers, a concept recently introduced by Mohar and Tamon.
Introduction

4
The crossing number crpGq of a graph G is the minimum number of pair- Therefore, the total number of black-covered vertices is at most s`2|B|´4.
176
It follows that there are at least |W |´s´2|B|`4 ą |W |´s´2|B| white 177 vertices that are adjacent to at least one white vertex, and so there are at 178 least |W |{2´s{2´|B| " |V |{2´s{2´p3{2q|B| edges with both endpoints 179 in W .
180
The length of a face in a plane graph is the length of its boundary walk.
181
A digon in an embedded graph consists of two parallel edges, together such that the disc bounded by the digon formed by e and e 1 contains all 186 edges parallel to e and e 1 , and no other edges.
187
Lemma 4. Let G be a connected plane graph in which each vertex is adjacent 188 to at least 3 vertices. Suppose that the embedding of G is clean. Let r ě 0 be an integer. Let F be the set of faces of G, and let F 1 be the set of those t´lpf q`6u.
Since lpf q ě 3 for each f P F H , then´lpf q`6 ď 3 and thus ř 
218
Proposition 5. Let G " pV, Eq be a plane graph, and let Z be a set of 219 isolated vertices of G. Suppose that for each digon D in G, the disc bounded
220
by D contains at least one vertex in Z. Then G has at most 3|V zZ|`|Z| 221 edges.
222
Proof. Let Y :" V zZ. To help comprehension, we colour the vertices in Y
223
and Z black and green, respectively.
224
We prove the stronger statement that G has at most 3|Y |`|Z|´6 edges.
225
We proceed by induction on the number of digons in G. In the base case G has no digons, and so by Euler's Formula it has at most 3|Y |´6 edges, as 227 required. For the inductive step, we assume that G has at least one digon,
228
and let D be a ĺ-minimal digon in G.
229
Suppose first that D is also ĺ-maximal. follows that |EpG 2 q| ď 3|V pG 2 q|´6. Thus |E 2 | ď 3p|Y 2 |`2q´6. That is,
259
|E|´|E 1 | ď 3p|Y |´|Y 1 |`2q´6, and so |E| ď 3|Y |`|Z|´6, as required.
260
A set Z of vertices in a 2-connected planar graph G is an anchor if the 261 following hold:
262
(1) no vertex in Z is part of a 2-vertex-cut in G; and
263
(2) if tu, vu is a 2-vertex-cut in G, then every nontrivial uv-bridge con-264 tains a vertex in Z.
265
Lemma 6. Let G be a 2-connected plane graph in which each vertex is 266 adjacent to at least 3 distinct vertices, and let Z be an anchor of G. Let Proof. We may assume that |Y | ě 2, as otherwise there is nothing to prove.
271
Let F 2 denote the set of faces of G that are incident with exactly two vertices 272 of Y .
273
We start by coloring red each edge in E Y , and green each vertex in Z. are a 2-edge-cut in G; since Z is an anchor set of G, it then follows that the 309 disc bounded by the digon must contain a vertex of Z in its interior.
310
Applying Proposition 5, we obtain that G 1 has at most 3|F 1 |`|Z| edges.
311
This finishes the proof, since there is a bijection between the edges in G 1   312 and the edges in G o with both endpoints in F 1 .
Earrings in planar graphs
314Č
erný, Kynčl and Tóth introduced the lively terminology of earring of 315 size p to describe a graph consisting of an edge e " uv plus a collection of 316 p pairwise edge-disjoint, bounded-length uv-paths. In order to use the re-317 embedding method, the goal is to find many pairwise edge-disjoint earrings.
318
As we mentioned in Section 1, in our current context of sparse graphs,
319
where (for all we know) the graphs under consideration may have maximum 320 degree 3, the best we could hope for is to prove the existence of a large 321 collection of earrings, each of size 2. As we also mentioned, in this discussion 322 we do not need the two uv-paths of each earring to be edge-disjoint, but only 323 a weaker condition (see (iii) in the following definition).
324
Let , ∆ be positive integers. An p , ∆q-earring of a graph G is a subgraph
325
of G that consists of a base edge e " uv plus two distinct uv-paths P, Q
326
(disjoint from e) with the following properties: (i) each of P and Q has at 327 most edges; (ii) each internal vertex of P or Q has degree less than ∆; and
328
(iii) if f is an edge in both P and Q, then te, f u is a 2-edge-cut of G.
329
An edge e " uv in a 2-connected plane graph is an p , to e.
335
The following lemma is the main workhorse in this paper.
336
Lemma 8. Let G " pV, Eq be a 2-connected planar graph in which each 337 vertex is adjacent to at least 3 other vertices. Let Z be an anchor of G,
338
where each vertex in Z has degree 4. Then G has at least 10´1 0 |E|´10´5|Z| 339 pairwise edge-disjoint p5000, 500q-earrings.
340
Proof. Throughout the proof, we make use of several constants that are 341 either very small, very close to 1, or somewhat large. In order to simplify 342 the whole discussion, we first proceed to introduce these constants. We let 343 0 " 5000, ∆ 0 " 500, c 1 " 10´1 0 , c 2 " 10´5, c 3 " 999{1000, c 4 " 1{1000,
344
c 5 " 999, c 6 " 36{5000, and z 1 " 3p10´1 0 q.
345
It is a trivial observation that every planar graph has a clean plane em- the set of all faces of G, and let t :" |Z|.
349
Claim 9. It suffices to show that there are at least p2 0 p2 0`1 q`1q¨pz 1 |F |350 c 2 tq p 0 , ∆ 0 q-edges. 
354
We note that H has maximum degree at most 2 0 p2 0`1 q. This follows
355
at once from the following two easy observations: (i) for each p 0 , ∆ 0 q-edge e, Ξpeq has at most 2 0 edges other than e; and (ii) each edge of G belongs 357 to at most 2 0`1 p 0 , ∆ 0 q-earrings of the form Ξpf q for some edge f .
that is, |V pHq| ě p2 0 p2 0`1 q`1q¨pz 1 |F |´c 2 tq. Then H has a stable set S 361 of size at least z 1 |F |´c 2 t; that is, there is a collection of at least z 1 |F |´c 2 t 362 pairwise edge-disjoint p 0 , ∆ 0 q-earrings.
363
Since G has minimum degree at least 3, a routine Euler formula argument 364 yields that |F | ě |E|{3`2. Thus there are at least z 1 p|E|{3`2q´c 2 t ą 365 c 1 |E|´c 2 t pairwise edge-disjoint p 0 , ∆ 0 q-earrings, as required in Lemma 8.
367
Let W be the set of those vertices of G with degree at least ∆ 0 , and let
368
F W denote the set of faces of G that are incident with some vertex in W .
369
For each integer j ě 1, let F j denote the set of those faces of G incident 370 with exactly j vertices in W (and perhaps other vertices in V zW ), and let
Let F long (respectively, F short ) denote the collection of faces of G with 373 length greater than (respectively, at most) 0`1 , and let f long :" |F long | and 374 f short :" |F short |. It follows immediately from Lemma 4 that
Since F is the disjoint union of F long and F short , then |F | " f long`fshort ,
376
and so f short ě c 3 pf long`fshort q implies f short ě pc 3 {p1´c 3 qqf long . Note that 377 c 5 " c 3 {p1´c 3 q. Therefore,
378
(2) f short ě c 5 f long .
We note that ř uPW dpuq "
Since all vertices of 380 Z have degree 4 it follows that W Ď V zZ, and so we can apply Lemma 6, 381 to obtain f 2 ď 3|W |`t`|E W |. Combining these observations we obtain
Claim 10. If |F W | ą 24t`24c 4 f short , then Lemma 8 follows.
383
Proof. We establish four subclaims, and finally show that the proof follows 384 easily from them.
385
Subclaim A If |E W | ą 6|W |´12`c 4 f short , then Lemma 8 follows.
386
Proof. If e 1 , e 2 , e 3 are parallel edges with common endpoints u, v, and e 2 is 387 in the disc bounded by the digon formed by e 1 and e 3 , then e 2 is a sheltered induced by W has at least |E W |´2p3|W |´6q " |E W |´6|W |`12 sheltered edges. The fact that G is clean also implies that each sheltered edge is a 392 p 0 , ∆ 0 q-edge, and so G has at least |E W |´6|W |`12 p 0 , ∆ 0 q-edges.
393
Suppose that |E W | ą 6|W |´12`c 4 f short . Then G has at least c 4 f short 394 p 0 , ∆ 0 q-edges. Using (1), it follows that G has at least c 3 c 4 |F | p 0 , ∆ 0 q-395 edges. The result now follows from Claim 9, since c 3 c 4 ą p2 0 p2 0`1 q396
24t`24c 4 f short or else Lemma 8 follows.
399
Proof. By Subclaim A, under the given hypothesis we may assume that
402
Since each vertex in W has degree at least ∆ 0 , it follows that ∆ 0 |W | ď 403 ř uPW dpuq. Hence, |W | ă p12t`12c 4 f short q{p∆ 0´1 44q. On the other hand,
404
obviously |F W | ď ř uPW dpuq, and so |F W | ă 144p12t`12c 4 f short q{p∆ 04 Claim 9, since pc 3 c 6 q{3 ě p2 0 p2 0`1 q`1q¨z 1 .
416
It follows that, under the current hypotheses,
Since |F 1 zF long | ě f 1´flong , using (3) and (4) we obtain
Since each face in F 1 is (by definition) incident with exactly one ver-418 tex in W , the inequality |F 1 zF long | ą p2{3q ř uPW dpuq implies that at least
419
1{3 of the edges incident with W have their two incident faces in F 1 zF long .
420
Note that all such edges are p 0 , ∆ 0 q-edges. We conclude that there are 421 at least p1{3q ř uPW dpuq p 0 , ∆ 0 q-edges incident with W . Since obviously ř uPW dpuq ě |F W |, this implies that there are at least |F W |{3 p 0 , ∆ 0 q-edges.
Using the assumption |F W | ą c 6 f short and (1), it follows that there are at 424 least pc 3 c 6 {3q|F | p 0 , ∆ 0 q-edges, as required.
425
We now complete the proof of Claim 10.
426
Since the hypotheses of Subclaims B, C, and D are exhaustive, it fol-427 lows from these subclaims that either we may assume that |F W | ă 24t428 24c 4 f short , or |F W | ď 6f short {c 5 , or we may assume that |F W | ď c 6 f short .
Since maxt24c 4 , 6{c 5 , c 6 u " 24c 4 , it follows that we may assume that |F W | ă 430 24t`24c 4 f short .
431
We now complete the proof of Lemma 8.
432
A face is white if it is either in F short zF W or has length exactly 2, and 433 is black otherwise. We let F˝(respectively, F ‚ ) denote the set of all white
434
(respetively, black) faces. Let f˝:" |F˝|, and f ‚ :" |F ‚ |.
435
Now consider the dual
is also 2-connected. Let us say that an edge in G o is white if its endpoints 437 are both white (faces in G).
438
The key (and completely straightforward) observation is that the edge of 439 G associated to each white edge is an p 0 , ∆ 0 q-edge. Our final goal is to 440 prove that there are many white edges.
441
Every face in F ‚ is either in F long or in F W , and so
Using (2), Claim 10, and the obvious inequality f short ď |F |, we obtain
By Lemma 7, G o has at most 3f ‚`t branchs with both endpoints black.
444
Lemma 3 (applied to G o ) then implies that there are at least |F |{2´p3f ‚4 45 tq{2´p3{2qf ‚ " |F |{2´3f ‚´t {2 ě p1{2´3p24c 4`1 {c 5 qq|F |´p145{2qt 446 white edges.
447
As we have observed, the edge of G associated to each white edge is an of G with one fewer crossing than D). This proves (ii).
480
The 2-connectedness of G readily implies that no black vertex can be a 
488
We can thus apply Lemma 8 to H, and obtain that H has a collection E of it immediately follows that E has a subcollection E 1 , with |E 1 | ě |E|´2t 493 pairwise edge-disjoint p 0 , ∆ 0 q-earrings that do not contain any green vertex.
494
That is, each earring in E 1 is an p 0 , ∆ 0 q-earring of G.
495
Therefore, E 1 is a collection at least |E|´2t ě c 1 |EpHq|´pc 2`2 qt 
507
Lemma 12. Let G be a graph, and let , ∆, and r be positive integers.
508
Suppose that G has a collection of r pairwise edge-disjoint p , ∆q-earrings.
509
Then G has a set E 0 of r edges such that crpG´E 0 q ą p1{2qcrpGq510 p1{2qp∆ ` 2 qr.
511
Proof. Let Ξ 1 , Ξ 2 , . . . , Ξ r be a collection of pairwise edge-disjoint p , ∆q-512 earrings in G. For i " 1, 2, . . . , r, let e i " u i v i be the base edge of Ξ i ,
513
and let P i , Q i be the u i v i -paths such that Ξ i " P i Y Q i Y te i u. We shall show 514 that E 0 :" te 1 , e 2 , ..., e r u satisfies the required property.
515
Let t :" crpG´E 0 q, and let D be a drawing of G´E 0 with t crossings.
516
The strategy is to extend D to a drawing of G by drawing e i very close to inˆmust be both in P i or both in Q i , for some i P t1, 2, .., ru. As we shall 527 see, this last type of crossing is irrelevant to our discussion.
528
For i " 1, 2, . . . , r and k P t1, 2u, let χ k pP i q (respectively, χ k pQ i q) denote 529 the number of crossings of Type k that involve an edge in P i (respectively, 530 Q i ).
531
In every crossing-minimal drawing of any graph, no pair of edges cross 532 each other more than once. Since each of P i and Q i has at most edges, it 533 follows that 534 (6) χ 1 pP i q ď 2 , for i " 1, . . . , r.
Now let R be the set of all sequences pR 1 , R 2 , . . . , R r q, with R i P tP i , Q i u 535 for i " 1, 2, . . . , r, and consider the sum Σ :" ř RPR`ř r i"1 χ 2 pR i q˘.
536
We claim that a crossing of Type 2A contributes in exactly 2 r to Σ. To see 537 this, first note that such a crossing involves an edge of an R i P tP i , Q i u and 538 an edge of an R j P tP j , Q j u for some i ‰ j. Let T i (respectively, T j ) be the 539 element in tP i , Q i uzR i (respectively, tP j , Q j uzR j ). There are 2 r´2 sequences 540 in R that include both R i and R j , and so for each such sequence, the crossing 541 contributes in 2 to Σ. There are 2 r´2 sequences in R that include R i and do 542 not include R j , and so for each such sequence, the crossing contributes in 1 543 to Σ. Analogously, there are 2 r´2 sequences in R that include R j and do not 544 include R i , and so for each such sequence, the crossing contributes in 1 to Σ.
545
Therefore each crossing of Type 2A contributes in 2¨2 r´2`2r´2`2r´2 " 2 r 546 to Σ, as claimed. Note that this reasoning assumes that no crossing of Type 2A is in both P i and Q i for the same i. This is immediate if P i and Q i are 548 edge-disjoint, but we recall from our definition of earring that P i and Q i may 549 share edges. However, the validity of our reasoning follows since (again, by 550 the definition of earring) any edge f P EpP i q X EpQ i q is a cut edge of G´e i ,
551
from which it follows that f cannot be crossed in any optimal drawing of 552 G´E 0 .
553
We also note that a crossing of Type 2B contributes to Σ in exactly 2 r´1 .
554
Indeed, such a crossing involves (for some fixed i) an edge of R i and an
555
edge that belongs to no R j ; it contributes in 1 to χpR i q, and there are 2 r´1 556 sequences in R that include R i . (As in the previous paragraph, we remark 557 that we are making use of the valid assumption that no crossing is in both 558 P i and Q i for the same i).
559
In conclusion, each crossing of Type 2A or 2B contributes to Σ in at 560 most 2 r . Since only crossings of Types 2A and 2B contribute to Σ, and 561 D has t crossings in total, we conclude that ř RPR`ř r i"1 χ 2 pR i q˘ď 2 r t.
562
Since |R| " 2 r , it follows that for some sequence pR 1 , R 2 , . . . , R r q P R, 563 ř r i"1 χ 2 pR i q ď t. By relabeling (exchanging) P i and Q i if necessary, we may 564 assume without any loss of generality that R i " P i for each i " 1, 2, . . . , r, each α i , and so (6) and (7) imply that χ 1 pα i q ď 2 for i " 1, 2, . . . , r, and 570 ř r i"1 χ 2 pα i q ď t. Moreover (this is the effect of having obtained α i by 571 avoiding the self-crossings of its corresponding P i ), for i " 1, 2, . . . , r, each 572 crossing of α i is of one of these types.
573
The idea is to draw each e i very close to its corresponding α i . There are 574 two kinds of crossings on the resulting drawings of e i , i " 1, . . . , r. Some 575 crossings occur as we traverse e i and pass very close to a crossing of α i .
576
The inequalities in the previous paragraph imply that there are, in total, at 577 most 2 r`t crossings of this first kind. The second kind of crossing occurs 578 as we pass very close to a vertex in α i , and cross some edges incident with 579 this vertex. Since each such vertex is an internal vertex of some P i (that is,
580
has degree ă ∆) and there are at most ´1 internal vertices in each P i , we 581 conclude that each e i has fewer than ∆ crossings of this second kind. Thus 582 in total there are fewer than ∆ r crossings of the second kind.
583
We conclude that all the edges e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e r may be added to the drawing D of G´E 0 by introducing fewer than p∆ ` 2 qr`t crossings. Since t " 585 crpG´E 0 q, it follows that crpGq ă 2crpG´E 0 q`p∆ ` 2 qr or, equivalently, 586 crpG´E 0 q ą p1{2qcrpGq´p1{2qp∆ ` 2 qr. 
608
Lemma 11 implies that G has a collection of at least c 1 |E|´c 7 k pairwise 609 edge-disjoint p 0 , ∆ 0 q-earrings. Since |E| ě ppc 7`γ qkq{c 1 , it follows that
610
G has a collection of at least γk pairwise edge-disjoint p 0 , ∆ 0 q-earrings.
611
Thus, by Lemma 12, G has a collection E 0 of at least γk edges such that 612 crpG´E 0 q ą p1{2qcrpGq´p1{2qp∆ 0 0` 2 0 qγk " p1{2qcrpGq´ k " pp1{2q613 qcrpGq.
614
If u, v are vertices of a graph G, a double uv-path is a subgraph of G that 615 consists of a uv-path with all its edges doubled.
616
Proof of Theorem 2. Let 0 :" 5000, ∆ 0 :" 500, c 1 :" 10´1 0 , and c 7 :" 617 p10´5`2q. Let k be a positive integer, and let m 1 :" pc 7 kq{c 1`1 . We 618 prove that if G " pV, Eq is a 2-connected graph in which each vertex is 619 adjacent to at least 3 vertices, crpGq " k, and G has at least m 1 edges, then 620 G has an edge e such that crpG´eq ą p2{3qcrpGq´10 8 .
621
Suppose first that G is not irreducible, and let pB, u, vq be a minimal 622 blob in G, (that is, G has no blob pB 1 , u 1 , v 1 q such that B 1 is a subgraph of 623 B). The minimality of B implies that B has no cut edges, and so its width 
640
Suppose finally that G is irreducible. Lemma 11 then implies that G has 641 at least c 1 |E|´c 7 k pairwise edge-disjoint p 0 , ∆ 0 q-earrings. Since |E| ě 642 pc 7 kq{c 1`1 , it follows that G has at least one p 0 , ∆ 0 q-earring. Thus, by
643
Lemma 13, G has an edge e such that crpG´eq ą p2{3qcrpGq´p2{3qp∆ ` 2 q ą 644 p2{3qcrpGq´10 8 . 
656
Given a drawing D of a graph G " pV, Eq, and a weight function w : 657 E Ñ R`, define the crossing weight crpD, wq as ř te,f uPXpDq wpeqwpf q, where Proposition 16. If a family G of graphs is stable, then it is robust. More 715 precisely: if G is pδ, γq-stable, then it is δ 2 γ-robust.
716
Proof. Suppose that G is a pδ, γq-stable family of graphs. Let G be a (suffi-717 ciently large) graph in G , and let w be a random weight assignment (sampled 718 from the uniform distribution) on the edges of G. Our aim is to show that 719 the expected value of crpG, wq is at least δ 2 γ¨crpGq.
720
Let G 1 be the subgraph of G that results by deleting the edges that re- at most crpG, wq{δ 2 crossings, and so crpG 1 q ď crpD 1 q ď crpG, wq{δ 2 . Thus 724 crpG, wq ě δ 2 crpG 1 q.
725
Note that G 1 may be equivalently regarded as a graph obtained from G by
726
deleting each edge independently with probability δ. Since G is pδ, γq-stable,
727
it follows that w.h.p. crpG 1 q ě γ¨crpGq. Therefore the expected value of 728 crpG, wq is at least δ 2 γ¨crpGq, as required.
729
We now proceed with a concrete illustration of how the results and tech- 
736
Theorem 17 (Non-stability of graphs with Θpn 4{3 q edges). For every δ, γ ą 0 there exist c :" cpδ, γq and n 0 :" n 0 pδ, γq such that there exist infinitely many graphs G with n ą n 0 vertices and c¨n 4{3 ă m ă n 4{3 edges, that satisfy the following. If G 1 is a random subgraph of G obtained by deleting independently each edge with probability δ, then w.h.p.
We omit the proof of this result, since it closely resembles the proof of edges for each P p0, 1{3q.
741
Theorem 18 (Non-robustness of graphs with Θpn 4{3 q edges). For every γ ą 0 there exist c :" cpγq and n 0 :" n 0 pγq such that there are infinitely many graphs G with n ą n 0 vertices and c¨n 4{3 ă m ă n 4{3 edges, and
EpcrpGqq ă γ¨crpGq.
Proof. For readability purposes, we shall omit explicitly taking the integer edge by a path with s edges (these length s paths are the branches). It is 752 easy to check that |V pG 2 q| ď n{2. Furthermore,
where the inequalities t 4 ą crpG 2 q ą t 4 {100 are easily derived bounds for 754 the crossing number of the complete graph on t vertices.
755
Now let w be a random weight assignment on the edges of G. Let E ăα 756 denote the set of edges of G that receive a weight smaller than α under 757 w. Let us say that a branch is weak if at least one of its edges is in E ăα ;
758 otherwise the branch is strong.
759
The probability that any fixed branch is strong is
Using Chernoff's bound, w.h.p. at most t 2 e´1 {α branches are strong. That 760 is, w.h.p. at least`t 2˘´t 2 e´1 {α « t 2 p1{2´e´1 {α q branches are weak.
761
Now consider the drawing of G 2 in which the t vertices of degree t´1 are 762 in convex position, and the edges are the straight segments joining them.
763
This drawing of G 2 has`t 4˘« t 4 {24 crossings (this is by no means a crossing-764 minimal drawing of G 2 , but it is enough for our purposes). Moreover, by 765 adjusting the drawing of each branch if needed, we may ensure that each 766 branch is crossed in exactly one edge, namely the edge with smallest weight.
767
It follows that the number of crossings involving two strong branches (and 768 thus, in particular, the number of crossings of weight ě α) is w.h.p. at most 769 pt 2 e´1 {α q 2 , and so w.h.p.
770
crpG 2 , wq ă t 4 e´2 {α`α¨t4 p1{24´e´2 {α q ă t 4 pα{24`e´2 {α q ă 100crpG 2 qpα{24`e´2 {α q ď 5α¨crpG 2 q,
where for this last inequality we used that e´1 200{γ " e´2 {α ă γ{720 " 771 p5{6qα.
772
We finally move on to G. First we note that |EpGq| " |EpG 1 q|`|EpG 2 q| ě |EpG 2 q| " pn{2rqrpr´1q{2 ą nr{5 ą cn 4{3 .
Using (8), we obtain 773 (10) crpGq " crpG 1 q`crpG 2 q ą crpG 2 q ą α 4 n 2 {100.
From the other side, using (8) and (9) and the trivial bound crpK r q ď r 4 ,
774
we get
775
(11) crpG, wq ď crpG 1 q`crpG 2 , wq ď pn{2rqr
where for the last inequality we used the (easily checked) inequality pn{2rqr 4 ă 776 α 5 n 2 .
777
Finally, using (10) and (11) and recalling that α " γ{600, we obtain crpG, wq ă 6α 5 n 2 " p600αqpα 4 n 2 {100q ă γ¨crpGq, as required.
778
We close this subsection with two constructions that further illustrate 779 the discrepancy between the crossing number of a graph and its expected 780 crossing number.
781
First we describe a construction that highlights the fact that the crossing 
794
Probably the most interesting case occurs when s " n 2{3 { log n, for this number n 2{3 { log n and expected crossing number at most 1. l
798
Our final construction pertains a family of graphs that seem more natural 799 than the graphs constructed above. We recall that C 3 l C n denotes the
800
Cartesian product of the cycles of sizes 3 and n (see Figure 1) .
801
Proposition 20. The Cartesian products C 3 l C n satisfy crpC 3 l C n q " n, and yet
Proof. The vertices of C 3 l C n can be labeled v i,j , 0 ď i ď 2, 0 ď j ď n´1, A drawing of C 3 l C 6 with 14 crossings, where the thick edges are the edges of one particular Epjq. This is easily generalized to obtain, for every even integer n ě 2, a (not crossing-minimal) drawing of C 3 l C n with 3n4 crossings with the following property: there exists a j P t0, 1, 2, . . . , n´1u such that each crossing involves an edge in Epjq.
808
It is known that crpC 3 l C n q " n for every n ě 3 [23] . In Figure 1 we 809 depict how to produce a (not crossing-minimal) drawing of C 3 l C n with 810 3n´4 crossings, for every even integer n ě 2, with the following property: 811 there is a j P t0, 1, 2 . . . , n´1u such that every crossing involves an edge in 812 Epjq (the edges in Epjq are the thick edges in Figure 1 ). Thus,
813
(A) if the edges in C 3 l C n are are weighted, and there exists a j such 814 that the sum of the weights of the edges in Epjq is r, then such a 815 weighted C 3 l C n has crossing number at most r¨n.
816
For j " 0, 1, . . . , n´1, denote the weights of the edges in Epjq by x
We have for t ď 1 that Prpx
Choosing t " 6 1{3 n´1 {3 log 1{3 n, this is at least 1´1{n.
817
Now let s :" mintx
. Thus s ď t with prob-818 ability at least 1´1{n. In the complementary scenario (which occurs with 819 probability ă 1{n), s is obviously at most 3. Using this observation together 820 with (A), it follows that EpcrpC 3 l C nă  .
Let βpnq be any function tending to infinity. Inequality (12) shows con-837 centration with radius λ " βpnq|EpGq| 3{2 :
Similary, we can get concentration around the expected crossing number.
839
Assign to each edge a random variable taking values from r0, 1s (which could 840 be different for each edge), which provides to each of them a random weight. 
874
The concept of p , ∆q-earrings extends the idea of nearly light cycles: we 
881
Lemma 21. If G " pV, Eq is a 3-connected planar graph, then G has at 882 least 10´1 0 |E| pairwise edge-disjoint p5000, 500q-earrings.
883
We remark that the linear dependence on |E| in Lemma 21 is clearly best 884 possible, since there cannot be more pairwise edge-disjoint earrings than 885 edges in a graph.
886
Finally, it is natural to ask if the 3-connectedness requirement can be The graph H n obtained by identifying n copies of K 4´e on their degree 2 vertices u, v. This family of 2-connected graphs shows that the 3-connectedness condition in Lemma 21 cannot be weakened: for each pair of integers , ∆ there is an n 0 :" n 0 p , ∆q such that for all n ě n 0 , H n does not contain any p , ∆q-earring.
vertices in the reverse order, reads u j " u 0 j,i , u 1 j,i , . . . , u 
